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 if anyone can help me i am trying to get one of the pages i made in the pro edition to work in the free edition. they work fine in windows but in OSX they are just a blank page. i have tried using firefox, ie, safari and chrome but it is just a blank page. i have tried to use different browsers and have even uploaded them on a shared server and the page is still blank. any ideas what could be wrong? The
problem is not the browser. The problem is that "Web Server" is not communicating with the browser. I am not able to provide you with any further help. However, I would like to give you a couple of tips on how to locate problems: a) Download a test page from here: in your browser and see if it's available. b) A common problem is a dead DNS server. c) Here you can get some helpful tips on how to
get your own DNS server working: I would try and upgrade the machines' browsers to the latest version as well. However, I would also check the settings of the pages themselves. When you download a page, you should be able to see a "Decode Information" button. Clicking that will show you the request sent by your web browser to the web server. This should be useful in seeing what the web server is

supposed to have responded to. it seems as though my web page has been set to allow direct access and not an alias. if i make a new site at one point it will work fine. but as soon as i come back to the site and make changes it will break again. all the files appear to be in the correct place. I have just upgraded to 10.6.2, and I'm getting the same problem. All of a sudden, pages that have no errors in
10.6.1 are not displaying. As far as I can tell, it's not a DNS issue. It also happens after a reboot, and a hard drive scrub. Other pages are displaying correctly. Are there any fixes for this bug? I've been working on this for days now. I've used web console, server 82157476af
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